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A B S T R A C T

Background and objective: Infertility is a problem that affects up to 15% of couples worldwide with emotional
and physiological implications and semen analysis is the first step in the evaluation of an infertile couple. Indeed
the morphology of human sperm cells is considered to be a clinical tool dedicated to the fertility prognosis and
serves, mainly, for making decisions regarding the options of assisted reproduction technologies. Therefore, a
complete analysis of not only normal sperm but also abnormal sperm turns out to be critical in this context. This
paper sets out to develop, implement and calibrate a novel methodology to characterize and classify sperm
heads towards morphological sperm analysis. Our work is aimed at focusing on a depth analysis of abnormal
sperm heads for fertility diagnosis, prognosis, reproductive toxicology, basic research or public health studies.

Methods: We introduce a morphological characterization for human sperm heads based on shape measures.
We also present a pipeline for sperm head classification, according to the last Laboratory Manual for the
Examination and Processing of Human Semen of the World Health Organization (WHO). In this sense, we
propose a two-stage classification scheme that permits to classify sperm heads among five different classes (one
class for normal sperm heads and four classes for abnormal sperm heads) combining an ensemble strategy for
feature selection and a cascade approach with several support vector machines dedicated to the verification of
each class. We use Fisher's exact test to demonstrate that there is no statistically significant differences between
our results and those achieved by domain experts.

Results: Experimental evaluation shows that our two-stage classification scheme outperforms some state-of-
the-art monolithic classifiers, exhibiting 58% of average accuracy. More interestingly, on the subset of data for
which there is a total agreement between experts for the label of the samples, our system is able to provide 73%
of average classification accuracy.

Conclusions: We show that our system behaves like a human expert; therefore it can be used as a
supplementary source for labeling new unknown data. However, as sperm head classification is still a
challenging issue due to the uncertainty on the class label of each sperm head, with the consequent high
degree of variability among domain experts, we conclude that there are still opportunities for further
improvement in designing a more accurate system by investigating other feature extraction methods and
classification schemes.

1. Introduction

Infertility affects up to 15% of couples worldwide with many
implications [1]. The analysis of semen is usually made according to
standard criteria [2] and is the first step in the evaluation of the male
factor. In human semen samples, there are sperm cells with different
kinds of anomalies which generally imply lower fertilizing potential
and/or abnormal DNA [2]. The morphology of the sperm cells allows to

classify each sperm cell as normal or abnormal [3], thus, it permits to
clarify the potential fertility of a sample [4]. There is vast evidence that
confirm that the male age, stress, nutrition, pathogens and inbreeding
can influence the percentage of abnormal sperm in ejaculates from
humans and non-humans [5–9]. The categories of defects that should
be noted in a reliable morphological analysis include head, neck and
mid-piece and tail defects, as well as excess residual cytoplasm (see
Fig. 1).
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The close relationship between fertility and morphologically normal
sperm has been demonstrated by many studies [10–14] showing that
the morphology of human sperm serves, mainly, for making decisions
regarding the options of assisted reproduction technologies [3].
Furthermore, emphasis on identifying the categories of abnormal
sperm heads may have significant clinical utility when deciding on an
infertility treatment. However, the spectrum of possible malformations
is considerably wide and makes difficult the classification of abnormal
sperm morphology [15].

There is evidence from previous decades that the aforementioned
categorization is a challenging task. In 1966, [16] showed that the
traditional method for performing the analysis was personality or-
iented, subjective, qualitative, non repeatable and difficult to teach to
students and technicians, when comparing protocols in 47 labora-
tories for human sperm morphological analysis. Although there was a
simplification of the classification rules for morphological semen
analysis [2], many authors reveal a lack of standardization of the
methods used in laboratories in many countries [17,18] leading to inter
and intra observer variability in labeling the data [19–22]. Therefore,
the visual analysis of sperm morphology still presents a substantial
challenge concerning reproducibility and objectivity. Moreover, classi-
fying defects according to normal and abnormal sperm definitions in
visual sperm classification under the microscope requires the evalua-
tion of cellular and sub-cellular regions (size of the sperm head, tail
length, residual cytoplasm area, etc.) and the detection/recognition of
some characteristics (multiple heads or tails, absent tail, coiled tail,
etc.) [3]. An alternative to replacing the poor visual ability to assess the
size and shape of sperm is to analyze the sperm morphology with the
help of a computer [3].

Currently, there are some Computer-Aided Sperm Analysis (CASA)
systems. They were primarily developed to measure sperm concentra-

tion, the percentage of motile sperm and some details of sperm
movement. To obtain useful information from the visual assessment
of sperm morphology, it is crucial some kind of standardization of
methods and variables be analysed [23–26,3]. Although there are some
commercial applications for sperm morphology assessment, none of
these applications study abnormal sperm in depth, which has been
proven to have a significant impact in research. In addition, these kinds
of systems are sold as black boxes without any possibility of modifica-
tion for research purposes, and, of course, there is no publication
related to the algorithms implemented in these systems.

This paper sets out to develop, implement and calibrate a novel
methodology to accurately characterize and classify sperm heads in the
context of morphological sperm analysis. We expect that this automatic
classification of sperm heads will behave at least as good as a human
expert. Our work is aimed at focusing on a depth analysis of abnormal
sperm heads for fertility diagnosis, prognosis, reproductive toxicology,
basic research or public health studies. To this end, we propose a
morphological characterization for human sperm heads, using single
shape-based measures, for extracting features from segmented sperm
heads, and a pipeline for sperm head classification based on a two-
stage classification scheme. Combining an ensemble strategy for
feature selection and a SVM-based cascade classification, sperm heads
are classified into one out of five different classes. Our experimental
results show that our two-stage classification scheme outperforms
monolithic classifiers and behaves as a human expert.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the
research work in the area. Our proposed approach is justified in Section
3 and described in detail in Section 4. In Section 5 we present the
dataset used, the experimental protocol and the experimental results
achieved. Conclusion and future works are drawn in Section 6.

Fig. 1. Human sperm abnormalities. Image reproduced exactly as appears in [2], showing schematic drawings of some abnormal forms of human sperm.
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2. Related work

The analysis of sperm cells can be done regarding their vitality and/
or their morphology. From a vitality point of view, a number of
publications are concerned with the membrane integrity validation
aimed at classifying sperm cells into live and dead cells [27–31]. In
these works, textural features as well as moment-based descriptors
were proposed for the characterization stage. For the classification
stage, SVM, k − NN and multilayer perceptron neural networks were
used, achieving up to 99% of correct classification [31]. Apart from the
aforementioned works that classify sperm cells from their vitality point
of view, the classification of sperm cells according to the morphology of
their heads has received little attention. Although there is a plethora of
papers focusing on human and non-human sperm head morphometry,
most of these studies are limited to the use of some commercial
computer-assisted morphometry software and the further statistical
analysis of the resulting data. To the best of our knowledge, there are
only four papers that deal methodologically with that issue: [32–34]
only study the characterization of morphology for non-human sperm
and [35] deals with classification of sperm images. We now review
these works.

About morphological characterization of sperm heads, Beletti et al.
[33] described the morphology of sperm heads using features such as:
head area, perimeter, width, length, aspect ratio, ellipticity, shape
factor, width of sperm basis, the three first Fourier values, side and
anterior-posterior symmetry and hydrodynamic coefficient. In [32], the
authors characterized the animal sperm head shape using a multiscale
curvature estimation. They showed how a spectral approach to estimate
the derivative property of the Fourier transform is useful for extracting
relevant features for sperm head morphology assessment. The pro-
posed method calculated three morphological features: width of sperm
head, implantation symmetry and bending energy of the frontal portion
of the head. Experiments were conducted on real data from several
animal species. Severa et al. [34] developed a framework to character-
ize stallion sperm heads and evaluated the intrinsic shape variability.
Sperm head shape characteristics including aspect ratio, position of the
center of gravity, curvature and degree of roundness were assessed and
analysed using Fourier descriptors and inverse Fourier transformation.

With respect to classification of sperm head morphology, the only
published work seems to be that of Abbiramy and Tamilarasi who
evaluated the accuracy of neural networks for classifying human sperm
cells, discriminating between normal and abnormal sperm cells [35].
The feature vector proposed by the authors includes first order
statistics, textural features (grey level co-occurrence matrix) and
morphological features (head area, perimeter width and length,

excentricity and orientation, among others). For classification pur-
poses, the authors evaluated three neural networks techniques: feed
forward, radial basis and Elman back propagation. The experiments
were done using images taken from WHO laboratory manual [2], and
showed that the radial basis network produced the highest classifica-
tion accuracy of 60%, 75% and 70% when trained with statistical
features, combined features (statistical, textural and morphological)
and morphological features, respectively. However, there is no evi-
dence that the proposed approach works well with real images from
clinical laboratories, captured with standard microscope and using
rational resolution.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no published work that
encompasses a full morphological analysis of human sperm cells with
characterization and classification approaches. In this sense, we
propose the first approach to characterize and classify human sperm
heads in five different classes. Even though there is a lack of research
on human sperm cell classification, it is important to realize that there
are some good approaches for characterization of animal sperm heads.
For example some single shape-based parameters such as head area,
perimeter, ellipticity, aspect ratio, and curvature degree, among others,
can be used in a more general human sperm head morphological
characterization and combined with global shape-based measures, in
order to conduct a multi-class classification towards morphological
human sperm analysis. There is also a lack of published framework for
identification of human sperm cell abnormalities. A depth analysis of
abnormal sperm heads could however be useful for fertility diagnosis,
prognosis, reproductive toxicology, basic research or public health
study. Here lies the great impact and main contribution of our work.

3. Our strategy for sperm head classification

Our goal here is to perform the classification of human sperm heads
into five classes: normal (N), tapered (T), pyriform (P), small (S) and
amorphous (A). Looking at the sperm images and segmentation results
(see Fig. 2a), it is easy to figure out the difficulty for characterizing the
shape of human sperm heads. For example, within the variety of sperm
heads that can be observed in Fig. 2b, we can find tapered, pyriform,
small and amorphous sperm heads, with slight shape variations among
them. The classification of human sperm heads is still a very hard task,
even for a human expert. As a consequence, the human experts often
disagree on the same image (see Fig. 3) leading to a high degree of
disagreement among experts. One factor that contributes greatly to this
disagreement is the confusion that exists when trying to classify
amorphous heads for example, due to the close shapes of amorphous
and normal, tapered, pyriform and small sperm heads.

Fig. 2. Segmented sperm heads (a) Original image in RGB color space containing a number of human sperm cells. Red color represents the results of head segmentation procedure as
defined in [36]. Image size: 780×580 pixels ≈164 × 122 μm. (b) Zoom in to the marked zone in (a) with class label assigned by experts.
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To face this challenging task of classifying sperm heads, we thus
need both discriminant features and an adapted classification scheme
that will be able to cope with such strong inter and intra variability
among sperm head classes. Yet it has been experimentally observed
that creating a perfect monolithic classifier for a particular application
is somewhat unfeasible for various reasons [37,38]. One way to cope
with this is to use a combination of classifiers where a set of single
classification models is trained, and the output of the ensemble is
obtained by aggregating the outputs of the single models, e.g., by
majority voting. It has been shown that combined classifiers often
outperform any single base learner [39]. Thus, our strategy aims at
finding the best combination of couples descriptor/classifier to be
combined in parallel in order to tackle the automatic classification of
human sperm heads.

For that purpose, we have designed a two-stage classification
scheme, aiming at, in a first stage, discriminating the amorphous
sperm heads from the others, and in a second stage, classifying the four
remaining classes: the first stage acts as a Class Filtering stage whose
aim is to minimize the average confusion rate of the four classes (N, T,
P and S) without taking into account class A; to verify if the result of the
first stage is correct, the second stage is made of four verifiers, each one
dedicated to the discrimination of class A from a specific class, thus
acting as a Class Verification stage.

Due to the high variability of shapes, it is needed to use different
shape-based descriptors that capture the subtle differences in the
shapes of the heads of different classes. Rather than optimizing a
monolithic classifier that takes as input all the features, we try in the
first stage to find the best combination of features that minimizes the
confusion rate of the four classes. For the second stage, as the problem
is rather different because we use four verifiers, we need to find, among
the descriptors, that combination of features which maximizes the
classification rate of each verifier. In this sense, we propose a feature
selection process that takes advantage of the best shape-based descrip-
tors for each class. In the feature selection process, either for the first
stage or the second stage, we use a 1 − NN classifier for its ability to
assess the discriminative power of features. Once the features have
been selected by 1 − NN, in the first and the second stages, we use a
combination of SVM classifiers.

More formally, our global strategy is summarized as follows. For the
class filtering stage, we are interested in identifying the potential class
of sperm heads that are not A. Thus, we look for the best combination
of descriptors that minimizes the confusion rate between the four
remaining classes discarding A (N, T, P and S). To do this, we design a
descriptor selection strategy combining six different descriptors (see
Section 4.2 for details) and using 1 − NN as the base classifier for each
descriptor, and any of different combination rules (e.g. majority voting)
to evaluate our objective function. Let DSC DSC DSC, ,…, M1 2 be the best
combination of descriptors selected in the previous step. For the
classification process, we propose to use an independent SVM as base
classifier for each one of these descriptors. Therefore, we will have one
SVM that receives features from descriptor DSC1, another SVM that

receives features from descriptor DSC2, and so on. Each one of these
SVMs will be trained using only four out of five classes (N, T, P and S),
but they will be tested using five classes (including A). To combine the
outputs of all classifiers, we could use different combination rules
designed for this purpose, such as unanimity, plurality, and majority
voting, as well as one that considers the probability of the output from
each classifier.

For the class verification stage, we are interested in verifying the
potential class of sperm heads returned by the previous stage. Thus, the
objective function of the process of descriptor selection in this stage is
the maximization of mean precision rate between each of the four
remaining classes discarding amorphous (N, T, P and S) versus A (in all
cases). What we need to do is to assemble a descriptor selection
strategy combining six different descriptors (see Section 4.2 for details)
and using 1 − NN as base classifier for each descriptor, and any of
different combination rules to evaluate our objective function in four
scenarios (N vs A, T vs A, P vs A, and S vs A). The best combination of
descriptors will be used in each verifier of the second stage of the
classification scheme. Let FS FS FS FS= { , ,…, }i Ai Bi Ni be the best combi-
nation of descriptors selected for verifier Vi. For the verification stage,
we use an independent SVM as the base classifier for each one of these
descriptors. Therefore, we will have one SVM that receives features
from descriptor FSAi, another SVM that receives features from
descriptor FSBi, and so on. Each one of these SVMs will be trained
using only two out of five classes (N, T, P or S, and A). They will be
tested using the same two classes used for training. To combine the
outputs of all SVMs, we could use different combination rules designed
for this purpose, such as unanimity, majority voting, etc. Having the
four verifiers V i, = 1…4i , we do not need any combination rule in this
stage, because only one verifier should be used, and its output should
be considered as the output of the whole stage.

In Fig. 4, we show the architecture of the proposed classification
scheme. For testing purposes, we evaluated sperm by sperm in a
cascade approach. Let si be a given sperm head. We tested a combined
classifier with si as input. If si is rejected, then the testing process is
finished and we considered sperm si classified as A. Otherwise, if si is
accepted, we continued with the second stage considering the first stage
output as following. If first stage output is N, then we tested v1 with si
as input. Analogously, we tested v2 if first stage output is T, v3 if first
stage output is P, and v4 if first stage output is S. In any case, we
considered the output of the corresponding verifier (v1, v2, v3, v4) as
the final output of the whole scheme.

4. Feature extraction

Given a sperm sample image (see Fig. 2a), we segmented the
contained sperm heads following the two-stage procedure defined in
[36]. The first stage detects regions of interest that define sperm heads
using k-means, then candidate heads are refined using mathematical
morphology. In the second stage, each region of interest is evaluated to
segment accurately the sperm head using clustering and histogram

Fig. 3. Inter-expert disagreement. Representative images with total agreement ((a) and (b)), partial agreement ((c) and (d)) and null agreement ((e) and (f)) among experts (Image size:
35×35 pixels ≈7 × 7 μm).
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statistical analysis techniques, working in three different color spaces
(see Fig. 2b). From the results of the segmentation procedure, isolated
sperm head images are obtained (see Fig. 5a). Further details can be
found in our previous work on sperm head segmentation [36]. This
kind of image is the input of our system and we use that image to
classify the sperm head in only one class among normal (N), tapered
(T), pyriform (P), small (S), and amorphous (A). To do this, we propose
to divide the process in three main steps: preprocessing, characteriza-
tion and two-stage classification. Regarding that our strategy for
classification was explained in the previous section, here we will
describe in detail the two remaining steps of our proposed approach:
preprocessing and characterization.

4.1. Sperm head preprocessing

In this work, special emphasis was given to a continuous repre-
sentation of the curve defining the outline of a head rather than a
discrete representation based on pixels. However, in order to have a
reliable continuous representation, it is necessary to preprocess the
image corresponding to each segmented head (regarded as a ROI) as
the result of the method proposed in [36]. Therefore, the aim is to
obtain a reliable representation of the closed curve constituting the
contour of the head, given a 35×35 grey level image containing a sperm
head (see Fig. 5a).

To do this, first we need to remove from the image as much noise as
possible. We propose using anisotropic diffusion [40] to preserve the
border while the image is simplified, greatly reducing the noise in it
(see Fig. 5b). From an image (as presented in Fig. 5b), we need now to

generate a continuous representation of the curve that defines the
sperm head. For this, we use active contours [41] regarding as initial
curve the result of the segmentation approach presented in [36] (see
Fig. 5c). An example of how the outline for a given head would look
after applying active contours is shown in Fig. 5d. Finally, each sperm
head is represented by a sequence B of n real coordinates p q( , )i i (and
not in terms of pixels), where p q p q( , ) = ( , )n n1 1 . The number of points
that form each contour is variable and depends exclusively on the
perimeter of the curve. In this sense, a contour with a perimeter around
35 will be represented by 41 points approximately, while another with
a perimeter around 64 will need approximately 73 points for its
representation.

4.2. Sperm head characterization

When designing a descriptor, considering how experts in the field
would describe objects of study (ROIs in our case) can be of some help.
Thus, rather than building a general theory of shape, a popular
approach is to design shape-based descriptors sensitive to various
aspects of shape. The importance of finding shape-based measures that
are simple to compute, with intuitive meanings, has already been noted
by Peura [42]. Common simple global shape-based measures are area,
diameter, perimeter, and eccentricity, among others. The majority of
these measures not only have linear computational complexity in the
number of (boundary or region) points, but also tend to be designed to
be invariant to rotations, translations, and uniform scaling, and often
have an intuitive meaning since they describe a single aspect of the
object of study. If the object defined by a ROI is described by a

Fig. 4. Architecture of the proposed classification approach. The proposed classification scheme has two stages: class filtering and class verification. The first stage discriminates
between amorphous and other classes of sperm heads while acting as a prior classifier for the four remaining classes. The second stage is triggered just in case the first stage output is
different from A. A stands for amorphous, N stands for normal, T stands for tapered, P stands for pyriform and S stands for small. DSCj stands for the j − th descriptor selected in the

best combination for the first stage. Cj stands for the j − th individual SVM whose result is combined in the first stage. FSi stands for the combination of descriptors selected for verifier

Vi. Cki where k A B N= , ,…, , stands for the k − th individual SVM whose result is combined for the verifier Vi.

Fig. 5. Shape representation of sperm heads. (a) Original grey level image (Image size: 35×35 pixels≈7 × 7 μm). (b) Original image filtered using anisotropic diffusion. (c) Segmentation

of sperm head (as returned according to [36]) used as the initial curve for active contours. (d) Shape contour after applying active contours.
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combination of shape-based measures, this should be sufficient to
provide discrimination between different classes of shapes. Deciding on
the most appropiate measures depends on their suitability for a
particular application.

In this section, we introduce a morphological descriptor designed as
a combination of simple global shape-based measures. In addition, we
also point out a number of state-of-the-art shape-based descriptors
that will be used along with the proposed morphological descriptor to
characterize human sperm heads.

4.2.1. Morphological descriptor
Global shape-based measures are a convenient way to describe

objects defined by ROIs. They are generally simple and efficient to
extract, and provide an easy means for high level tasks such as
classification. Although global shape-based measures have direct
intuitive meaning, they can only discriminate shapes with large
differences. Therefore, they are usually used as filters to eliminate false
hits or combined with other shape-based measures and/or descriptors
to discriminate shapes. Although no single shape-based measure in the
combination is descriptive enough to distinguish sperm heads from
different classes, they contain enough information when combined with
other shape-based descriptors to discriminate sperm head classes. All
these measures are described for an object defined by a ROI S and
summarized in Table 1. S is defined as the set of m points

x y x y{( , ),…, ( , )}m m1 1 that are enclosed by curve B, which are calculated
from the boundary obtained after applying active contours.

It is important to point out specific comments for two measures.
First, quadrant fitness measures how close each quadrant of the ROI
defined by contour B is to the corresponding quadrant of an ellipse E
with the same centroid, major and minor axis length, and orientation
(see Fig. 6). For each quadrant i, cfi is calculated as the sum of the
shortest distances from each point of B to ellipse E. We are interested
not only in keeping the absolute fitness in each quadrant, but also in
the relationships between them. In this sense, let cf1 be the fitness
value in the first quadrant, cf2 the fitness value in the second quadrant
and so on. We include the following feature values in the descriptor:
cf1, cf2, cf3, cf4,

cf
cf

1
2
,

cf
cf

2
4
,

cf
cf

1
3
and

cf
cf

3

4
. For instance, for normal sperm heads,

cf
cf

1
2
,

cf
cf

2
4
,

cf
cf

1
3
and

cf
cf

3

4
should have values close to 1, while for pyriform

sperm heads only
cf
cf

1
3
and

cf
cf

2
4
should have values close to 1.

Second, bilateral symmetry measures the normalized area of

overlap between the ROI defined by contour B and a reflected version
of itself, in both directions, horizontal and vertical with respect to its
centroid (see Fig. 7 for a graphical explanation). Let RV be a vertical
reflected version of ROI S and RH be a horizontal reflected version of
ROI S, then, the feature values that we propose to include in the

descriptor are:
area S R

area S
( ⋂ )

( )
H and

area S R
area S

( ⋂ )
( )

V . For instance, for pyriform

sperm heads, the value of bilateral symmetry in horizontal and vertical
directions should be quite different, while in the case of tapered or
normal sperm heads, both directions should yield similar values.

4.2.2. Other shape-based feature descriptors
There are many shape-based descriptors in the literature, e.g.

Fourier descriptors [44], geometric moments [45], and Zernike mo-
ments [46]. These descriptors have been proven to be effective in some
applications, although a drawback is that their values are often not
easily understandable. In many applications it is preferable that the
measures from the object defined by a ROI can be analysed by the
domain experts, as this aids validation of the whole proposed scheme.
However, there is no single descriptor that is fully suitable for
characterizing human sperm heads [47]. In this sense, we propose to
combine five shape-based descriptors (as detailed in Table 2) with our
proposed human sperm head morphological descriptor in order to
accurately characterize human sperm heads towards sperm morpho-
logical analysis.

5. Experimental results and analysis

5.1. Dataset

For the experimental results that we show in this section, we have
used the human sperm head classification gold-standard SCIAN-
MorphoSpermGS introduced in [47]. Semen samples from volunteers,
with age range of 28–35 years old, were obtainedexpected at the
Laboratory of Spermiogram, Program of Anatomy and
Developmental Biology (ICBM), Faculty of Medicine, University of
Chile, Santiago, Chile. After collection, the semen samples were stained
with a modified Hematoxylin/Eosin procedure. In brief, semen smears
were fixed with ethanol 70%, immersed in Harris' Hematoxylin for ten
seconds, washed with tap water for ten minutes, immersed in 1% Eosin
for two minutes, washed with distilled water for one minute and air-
dried. Digital images were captured using optical, bright field micro-
scopy (Axiostar Plus, Carl Zeiss Inc, Wetzlar, Germany), a 63x objective
(oil, NA 1.4) with an adapter of 0.63x and a digital camera (scA780-
54gc, Basler AG, Ahrensburg, Germany). SCIAN-MorphoSpermGS is a
dataset of sperm head images, containing 1854 observable and
evaluable sperm cells with expert-classification labels in one of the
following classes: N, T, P, S, or A. Fig. 8 shows representative sperm
cells from each class. The manual classification process was performed
independently, per patient/smear, by three referent Chilean experts
with vast experience in morphological sperm analysis.

Table 1
Summary of shape-based measures included in the proposed morphological descriptor.

Shape Measure Formulation Size

area x y x y∑ ( − )i
m

i i i i
1
2 =0

−1
+1 +1

1

perimeter d p q p q∑ ( , )i
n

i i i i=0
−1

+1 +1
1

eccentricity
=

μ μ μ

μ μ
majorAxis S
minorAxis S

( 20 − 02)2 + 4 11
2

20 + 02

( )
( )

1

regularity π majorAxis S minorAxis S
area S

* ( )2 * ( )2

4 * ( )
1

circularity perimeter S
area S

( )2

( )
1

rectangularity area S
area MBR S

( )
( ( ))

1

maximum
curvature

max pi qi qi pi
pi qi

′ ″ − ′ ″
( ′

2 + ′
2)3/2

1

minimum
curvature

min pi qi qi pi
pi qi

′ ″ − ′ ″
( ′

2 + ′
2)3/2

1

ellipticity A fitness value given a contour against an ellipse is
calculated as the shortest Manhattan distance
between them [43]

1

quadrant fitness * 8
bilateral

symmetry
* 2

See a detailed explanation in this section

Fig. 6. Quadrant Fitness. Overlay of the contour shape (black) with an ellipse with the
same centroid, axis length and orientation (red). In each quadrant i = 1…4, the fitness cfi
is calculated.
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As this gold-standard was built with the cooperation of three
experts, there are three different agreement scenarios: one (basis
set), two experts (partial agreement - PA), or three experts agree on
the same label for a given sperm head (total agreement - TA). The first
set contains 1854 sperm head labels, but a sperm head can be classified
into three different classes by the three different experts. The second
set contains 1132 sperm heads, meaning that there are 1132 sperm
heads with partial agreement and without overlapping. The third set

contains only 384 sperm heads, with total agreement between the three
experts. Table 3 shows the number of sperm cells per class for each
agreement scenario. We choose to work with the partial agreement
dataset (further referenced only as dataset) with 1132 sperm heads
with partial agreement among experts and without overlapping,
distributed in five imbalanced classes (N, T, P, S, and A).

The dataset has been partitioned in three subsets, according to [47],
named Dataset 1 (DS1), Dataset 2 (DS2) and Dataset 3 (DS3), aiming
at having a training (60% of the whole dataset), validating (20%) and
testing (20%) dataset, respectively. In addition, we have an extra
testing dataset. Special Testing Dataset (DST) is a subset of DS3, but
with a particular feature: all the sperm heads that are contained in DST
have been manually classified within the same class by all experts (total
agreement between experts). In Table 4, the size and distribution of
classes in each partition and extra testing dataset are presented.

5.2. Preliminary experiments

Trying to show how difficult the discrimination of five classes is, we
have conducted some experiments to evaluate the accuracy rates per
class in the classification of human sperm heads using monolithic
classifiers. These experiments were conducted aiming at evaluating the

Fig. 7. Bilateral Symmetry. We show an overlay between a ROI defined by contour B (black) and a reflected version of itself (red), in both directions, vertical (a) and horizontal (b) with
respect to its centroid.

Table 2
Summary of used shape-based descriptors.

Shape Descriptor Type Dimensionality

1 Morphological (Section 4.2.1) Contour and region based 19
2 Fourier [44] Contour based 15
3 Geometric Hu moments [45] Region based 7
4 Zernike moments [46] Region based 36a

5 Convexity measures [48] Region based 5b

6 Ellipticity measures [49] Region based 10c

a The first 36 Zernike moments up to order 10.
b We vary α = 1/2b where b = 1…5.
c We vary λ from 0.5 to 5, with step size of 0.5.

Fig. 8. Classification gold-standard. Representative images of normal, tapered, pyriform, small and amorphous sperm cells that showed total agreement (TA) among experts (Image
size: 35×35 pixels ≈7 × 7 μm).
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difficulty of classification with a monolithic classifier. We worked with
the whole set of features (without selection) by aggregating the six
families of features, i.e. 92 − size feature space, using DS1 for training
and DS3 for testing purposes with five classes in both cases. We have
run 100 iterations for each monolithic classifier: 1-NN, Naive Bayes,
Decision Trees and SVM. In Table 5, we show the True Positive Rate for
each class and the mean accuracy rate using different monolithic
classifiers and without any dimensionality reduction technique.

In addition, we have performed some experiments to evaluate
dimensionality reduction (DR) techniques using the same features and
monolithic classifiers. These experiments were conducted following
two goals: a) evaluate the impact of using different feature spaces
(according to DR technique), and b) identify the most discriminant
features (no feature families) according to MLE intrinsic dimension.
We use DS1 for training and DS3 for testing purposes, with five classes
in both cases. We have run 100 iterations for each monolithic classifier
using different dimension reduction techniques: PCA (Principal
Components Analysis), MDS (Multidimensional Scaling), Kernel PCA
and Diffusion Maps. In Table 6 we report only the results of the SVM
classifier because it was the classifier with the best accuracy reached
with all DR techniques. We present the True Positive Rate for each

class and the mean accuracy with the best number of dimensions, for
each DR technique, which allows the best accuracy rate.

Observing Table 5, we can see that around 31 − 46% can be reached
for classes Normal and Pyriform, around 50 − 65% for class Tapered,
around 42 − 80% for class Small, and less than 30% for class
Amorphous. From Table 6, we can observe that with DR techniques,
up to 90% can be reached for class Normal, up to 38% for class
Pyriform, up to 68% for class Tapered, up to 47% for class Small, and
less than 15% for class Amorphous. In summary, the total accuracy rate
without DR techniques reaches 48% in the best of cases, the same
accuracy rate when using PCA or MDS as DR techniques.

From these preliminary results, we can conclude that the introduc-
tion of dimension reduction techniques has not yielded improved
results. However these experiments allow us to confirm that even
without DR technique, the problem is really difficult. This only
confirms that the class Amorphous is the most difficult to discriminate
(with and without TR techniques) and, therefore, the solution must be
focused at an early separation of amorphous in a first stage to avoid
confusing the discrimination of other classes in a second stage.

5.3. Feature selection experiments

In our strategy for human sperm head classification, we propose a
descriptor selection step in each one of the two stages of the scheme. As
mentioned earlier, we had d=6 different descriptors, and we needed to
evaluate 2 − 1 = 63d different combinations of these descriptors for
each stage. We used DS1 for selecting the best combination of
descriptors. We perform this descriptor selection following the same
procedure for each stage, but with different goals in each one. For each
stage, we performed 10 runs of the experiment.

In this sense, for the first stage, we calculated the confusion rate
among N, T, P and S for each one of the 63 combinations of descriptors,
using 1 − NN LOO for each descriptor and majority voting as
combination rule. We look for minimizing this confusion rate in this
stage. While in the second stage, we look to maximize the mean True
Positive Rate of both classes of each verifier (A and one of {N, T, P, S}).
Thus, for a given verifier, we calculated the mean TPR of both classes
for each one of the 63 combinations of descriptors, using 1-NN LOO
and majority voting as combination rule.

In Table 7, we show the five best combinations of descriptors with
confusion rates using majority as combination rule.

From Table 7, we conclude that the best descriptor combination for
this stage is the one that includes morphological descriptor, Fourier

Table 3
Inter-expert agreement.

Agreement among experts Normal (N) Tapered (T) Pyriform (P) Small (S) Amorphous (A)

At least one (Basis set) 175 420 188 152 919
Partial agreement (PA) 100 228 76 72 656
Total agreement (TA) 35 69 7 11 262

Table 4
Dataset partition. Dataset DS DS DS= 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3. DST is a special dataset for testing
purposes with total agreement between experts (subset of DS3).

Dataset DS1 DS2 DS3 DST

Number of Normal sperm heads 100 60 20 20 9
Number of Tapered sperm heads 228 137 46 45 18
Number of Pyriform sperm heads 76 44 15 16 2
Number of Small sperm heads 72 45 14 14 2
Number of Amorphous sperm heads 656 394 131 131 56

Total number of sperm heads 1132 680 226 226 87

Table 5
Results of using monolithic classifiers without dimensionality reduction techniques. tpr
stands for True Positive Rate, N means Normal, T means Tapered, P means Pyriform, S
means Small, and A means Amorphous. acc stands for accuracy understood as mean of
True Positive Rates of classes Normal, Tapered, Pyriform, Small and Amorphous.

Classifier tpr (N) tpr (T) tpr (P) tpr (S) tpr (A) acc

1 − NN 0.46 0.53 0.40 0.42 0.18 0.40
Bayes 0.31 0.65 0.45 0.80 0.17 0.48
Decision Trees 0.45 0.50 0.41 0.54 0.28 0.44
SVM 0.39 0.64 0.33 0.69 0.28 0.47

Table 6
Results of applying dimensionality reduction techniques using the best number of
dimensions. nDims means number of dimensions, tpr stands for True Positive Rate, N
means Normal, T means Tapered, P means Pyriform, S means Small, and A means
Amorphous. acc stands for accuracy understood as mean of True Positive Rates of classes
Normal, Tapered, Pyriform, Small and Amorphous.

DR Technique nDims tpr (N) tpr (T) tpr (P) tpr (S) tpr (A) acc

PCA 5 0.74 0.68 0.38 0.46 0.13 0.48
MDS 5 0.73 0.68 0.38 0.47 0.13 0.48
Kernel PCA 55 0.90 0.12 0.33 0.03 0.08 0.29
DiffusionMaps 20 0.80 0.10 0.24 0.18 0.03 0.27

Table 7
Ranking of descriptor combinations for Stage 1. In column Combination of descriptors,
MorphoD stands for morphological descriptor, FourierD stands for Fourier descriptor,
GeomD stands for geometric moments descriptor, ZernikeD stands for Zernike moments
descriptor, ConvD stands for convexity measures descriptor and EllipD stands for
ellipticity measures descriptor.

Combination of descriptors Confusion rate
using majority

MorphoD,FourierD,ZernikeD 0.44
MorphoD,GeomD,ZernikeD 0.46
MorphoD,FourierD,GeomD 0.46
MorphoD,FourierD,GeomD,ZernikeD,ConvD 0.47
MorphoD,ZernikeD,ConvD 0.47
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descriptor and Zernike moment descriptor as it achieves the lowest
confusion rate (using majority voting).

For the second stage, we selected the most frequent descriptors that
appear in the results of 10 run results (disregarding descriptor
combinations as a whole). It is important to realize that in this stage,
the best descriptor combination could differ from one verifier to
another, because the main goal of this descriptor selection is to take
advantage of the different features of classes versus A (See Table 8 for a
summary). In Table 8, we show the selected descriptors for the four
verifiers in stage 2.

5.4. Classification experiments

Once the descriptors are selected, we used a SVM for each selected
descriptor to create one or more combined classifiers for each stage. We
evaluated different combination rules: majority voting, unanimity
voting and maximum probability using different threshold values. We
used Dataset1 (DS1) for training and Dataset2 (DS2) for validating
purposes.

For the first stage, the training procedure is as follows. We balanced
the training data DS1 at first, creating a balanced training set (trBag)
as c c c c{ 0 ∪ 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3} where c0, c1, c2 and c3 are balanced subsets of
classes N, T, P and S. Next, for each selected descriptor, we apply cross-
validation to choose the best parameters for individual SVM. We
trained each SVM using selected descriptors of sperm heads contained
in trBag and tested using DS2. We evaluated different combination
rules. While for the second stage, the training procedure is similar to
the one described above. In this case, we need to train four combined
classifiers (verifiers), and the procedure to do this is the same as in the
previous stage, changing only the composition of the training dataset in
order to consider only the two relevant classes for each verifier.

As a result of training we obtain five combined classifiers. One
called svm1 as the combination of a number of SVMs, each one for one
selected descriptor in the first stage. The one called v1 consists of the
combination of a number of SVMs, each for one selected descriptor
looking to distinguish between sperm heads from classes N and A.
Similarly, v2 looking to distinguish between sperm heads from classes
T and A, v3 to distinguish between sperm heads from classes P and A,
and v4 to distinguish between sperm heads from classes S and A.

For testing purposes, we evaluated sperm by sperm in a cascade
approach. Let si be a given sperm head. We tested svm1 with si as
input. If si is rejected, then the testing process is finished and we
considered sperm si classified as an amorphous sperm head.
Otherwise, if si is accepted, we continued with Stage 2 considering
the output label1 as following. If label1 is class label Normal, then we
tested v1 with si as input. Analogously, we tested v2 if label1 is class
label Tapered, v3 if label1 is Pyriform, and v4 if label1 is Small. In any
case, we considered the output of the corresponding verifier (v1, v2, v3,
v4) as the final output of the whole scheme. That is, suppose that label1
is class label Tapered, thus, we tested only verifier v2. If si is accepted,
then we considered sperm si classified as a tapered sperm head,
otherwise si is classified as an amorphous one. The same reasoning is
applied in all other cases.

In Table 9, we show the mean value of 10 runs of True Positive Rate
(TPR) of four classes: N, T, P and S. We search for the best compromise
between the accuracy rate (mean of TPR of the four classes) and the
rejection rate (percentage of amorphous sperm heads that are dis-
carded) to achieve the main goals of this stage: to separate amorphous
sperm heads from sperm heads from other classes, and to identify the
potential class of sperm heads that are not amorphous. Using the
maximum probability with a threshold of 0.4 as combination rule, we
achieved this best compromise, thus we decided to use it as the
combination rule of the outputs for our three different SVMs in this
stage.

In Table 10, we show the mean value of 10 runs of True Positive
Rate (tpr) of two classes: A and one of {N, T, P, S}. The best accuracy
rate (mean of TPR of the two classes) was reached using majority
voting to combine the outputs for the different SVMs of each verifier in
this stage.

5.5. Influence of the manual labeling on the performance of the
automatic system

In order to evaluate the influence of the manual labeling of sperm
heads on the performance of the automatic system, i.e. the impact of
(dis)agreement between human experts on the classification perfor-
mance, we performed two different experiments. For a fair comparison,
in both experiments, we used the same configuration of the classifica-
tion scheme, the same training and validating datasets (DS1 and DS2),
the same selected features and the same combination rules, following
the experimental protocol introduced in Section 5.4. We only varied the
testing dataset. In the first case, we used Dataset3 (DS3) for testing
purposes. In the second case, we used the special testing dataset (DST).
It is important to realize that in the first case, the testing dataset has
only partial agreement between experts, while in the last case, the
testing dataset has total agreement between experts. We show in the
following subsections that better classification performance are
achieved, as expected, on easier-to-classifiy sperm heads (DST dataset),
and that in support of our automatic system, there is no difference with
a human expert when dealing with partial agreement (DS3 dataset).
Finally we put into perspective for clinical purpose the automatic
classification of normal vs abnormal sperm heads on the two datasets.

5.5.1. Impact of expert (dis)agreement on classification performance
For comparing the performance of our classification system on DS3

and DST, we did 30 runs on each dataset and present the mean of the
True Positive Rate for each class in Table 11. We show in Fig. 9 a
graphical representation of this comparison.

From the table, we can see that the correct classification for normal

Table 8
Selected descriptors for four verifiers in stage 2.

Verifier MorphoD FourierD GeomD ZernikeD ConvD EllipD

Normal VS
Amorphous

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Tapered VS
Amorphous

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pyriform VS
Amorphous

✓ ✓ ✓

Small VS
Amorphous

✓ ✓ ✓

Table 9
Results of the first stage of the classification scheme. tpr stands for True Positive Rate, N
stands for Normal, T stands for Tapered, P stands for Pyriform, and S stands for Small.
acc stands for accuracy while rej stands for Amorphous rejection rate.

tpr (N) tpr (T) tpr (P) tpr (S) acc rej

0.50 0.63 0.69 0.75 0.64 0.22

Table 10
Results of the second stage of the classification scheme. True positive rate for Amorphous
and Not Amorphous sperm heads classification is shown, as well as the accuracy reached
in each verifier.

Verifier Not amorphous Amorphous Accuracy

Normal VS Amorphous 0.81 0.60 0.70
Tapered VS Amorphous 0.63 0.81 0.72
Pyriform VS Amorphous 0.83 0.64 0.73
Small VS Amorphous 0.81 0.71 0.76
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sperm heads reaches 62% if we use DS3 as the testing dataset; this
increases to 74% if we use DST as the testing dataset. A similar
situation occurs with tapered and small sperm heads, which are the
easiest class to discriminate: in the case of tapered sperm heads, the
correct classification ranges from 64% to 70%, using DS3 and DST,
respectively; for small sperm heads, our proposed method achieves the
best compromise between DS3 and DST testing datatsets, reaching
82% and 100%, respectively. The situation is kind of different with
pyriform sperm heads, because achieving around 50% of correct
classification using DS3 becomes 92% when using DST. Even if the
difference between using DS3 and DST as testing datasets is not
significant, this difference can be explained according to what really
happens with pyriform sperm heads in manual classification of experts.
When looking at the agreement between experts for identifying pyri-
form sperm heads [47], we observed that there were very few pyriform
sperm heads in which all experts agree in manual classification, thus, it
is supposed that for those sperm heads remaining in DST dataset, they
are better characterized and easier to discriminate by our classification
approach. The last case is about amorphous sperm heads, the most
difficult class, where our proposal achieves around 30%, with no regard
as to which testing dataset is used, showing the complexity of correctly
identifying this type of sperm head.

In overall these results show clearly that when a total agreement
can be reached on the manual labeling of sperm heads (DST dataset),
i.e. on easier-to-classify sperm heads, our classification system exhibits
a better accuracy than when human experts disagree (DS3 dataset).
However, there is still room for improvement even for the easiest
sperm heads: we only achieved 73% of accuracy when human experts
fully agree on the class of the sperm heads.

In support for our classification system, we also compared our
results with those obtained from referent domain experts. Fig. 10
shows the inter-expert and automatic classification variability in five-
class classification: our proposed approach is confused with domain
experts according to Fisher's exact test for some classes ( p* < 0.01),
using DS3 as testing dataset. The near results appear in pyriform and
tapered classes, in which our proposal could be confused with a human

expert. The confusing classes are normal, small and amorphous. These
three classes have slight inter-class variations. For instance, the main
difference between a small and a normal sperm head is often only the
size, but the difference is poorly related to shape. Comparing normal
against amorphous sperm heads, the slight shape variations are very
notorious in a visual analysis. Furthermore, the intra-class variation in
amorphous class is actually high, with many possibilities of confusion
among experts [47].

5.5.2. Two-class classification for clinical purpose
For clinical purposes, the classification of human sperm heads can

be reduced to a two-class classification, regarding only normal and
abnormal (including tapered, pyriform, small and amorphous sperm
heads), the results are summarized in Table 12. In this case, we can see
that the correct classification as normal sperm heads reaches 62% while
for abnormal sperm heads reaches 57% when using DS3 as the testing
dataset. The results are much better if we use DST as the testing
dataset, getting 74% for normal sperm heads and 73% for abnormal
ones. In this case, we also did 30 runs for each experiment and
presented the mean of the True Positive Rate for each class in the 30
runs. These results show that even the two-class classification problem
is difficult, furthermore when trying to identify not normal sperm
heads.

In the case of two-class classification, Fig. 11 shows the inter-expert
and automatic classification variability where our approach is confused
with all domain experts according to Fisher's exact test for both classes
p( < 0.01), using DS3 as testing dataset.

6. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a two-stage classification scheme
for classifying human sperm head in five classes (normal, tapered,
pyriform, small and amorphous), according to WHO criteria [2]. The
approach of combining classifiers together with an ensembled feature
selection technique, yields a method for characterizing and classifying
sperm heads towards an accurate morphological sperm analysis. We
have also presented a new characterization for human sperm heads,
named morphological descriptor. This descriptor adopts and adapts a
number of ROI shape-based measures focusing on ellipse fitness and
symmetry. Special emphasis was given to a continuous representation
of the curve defining the outline of a head rather than a discrete
representation based on pixels. Our experimental evaluation shows
that our proposed scheme outperforms a number of monolithic
classifiers. Our results achieved more than 70% of classification
accuracy on a dataset with total agreement among domain experts,
showing that the results of our classification scheme could be easily

Table 11
Results of our proposed classification scheme. tpr stands for True Positive Rate, Nmeans
normal, T means tapered, P means pyriform, S means small, and A means amorphous.
acc stands for accuracy understood as mean of tpr of five classes.

Testing dataset tpr (N) tpr (T) tpr (P) tpr (S) tpr (A) acc

DS3 0.62 0.64 0.50 0.82 0.30 0.58
DST 0.74 0.70 0.92 1.00 0.30 0.73

Fig. 9. Impact of testing datasets. We compare the results obtained using two different datasets for testing: DS3 (Dataset 3 with partial agreement among experts) and DST (Special
Testing Dataset with total agreement among experts). The percentage of correct classification ± SE for each class is shown.
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confused with those of a human expert.
We conclude that there is room for improvement even for the

easiest sperm heads: we only achieved 73% if looking at the accuracy
rates while using a testing dataset with full agreement among experts.
This is a very difficult classification problem that gets harder due to the
uncertainty of the class label of each sperm head, taking into account
the high degree of variability among domain experts.

This paper suggests several directions for future research. First, we
plan to explore and experiment with univariate feature selection,
specifically feature ranking as a way to select the features for each
single classifier in our proposed classification scheme, instead of
ranking whole families of features. Second, as the integration of
multiple classifiers to improve classification results is currently an
active research area in the machine learning community, we plan to

continue our research in this area. We are interested in finding out the
impact in classification rates when using different base classifiers, such
as naive-Bayes classifiers, decision trees and neural networks. Finally,
future research focused on the applying of Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) will be interesting. CNN has demonstrated its
suitability in hard classification scenarios with slight intra-class
variability, showing promising experimental results in different domain
classification problems.
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